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its fun to make images with large formats. it gives you a creative freedom in the way you can frame
an image. making an image on a large format camera is different than making an image on a
cropped medium format camera. it gives you the ability to create subject to subject compositions. a
cropped medium format camera in and of itself is not powerful enough. you still need to think out of
the box, have the creativity and just plain good touch to make the image. in the beginning, it is just
about the outcome. if you are a passionate printmaker, engraver, or maker of books, you may wish
to review the data in our "data and webpage features" page. we recommend that you make a
backup copy of your data before using the free version of capture time. so, if you want to become a
better photographer with more professional software, you should wait for the registration. with the
registration you get all the features of the core membership for $99. for only 99 dollar you also get:
the following pages are a selection from my personal photos. it is my hope that they may serve as a
source of inspiration for your own photography efforts. my aim is to continually improve my
photography skills. i hope that these images will expand your horizons as your begin to utilize the
creative possibilities of photography. he was briefly a model in california before returning to new
york in 1980 and becoming a fixture in his studio, where he accumulated an impressive array of
international awards. soto gallery new york, galerie jean nouvel paris, and castelli new york all
exhibited his works. taylor took home the gemini award as most promising male artist in 1980 for his
work in the department of art and art criticism in the 1982 television special "p.o.v. canada." in 1987
he was the recipient of the governor general's award. taylor has been elected to the royal canadian
academy of arts. he has twice been on the jury for the venice biennale, where he participated in the
first category. his work has been featured in numerous other exhibitions in canada and abroad. he is
the author of life on the planet(quartet), winner of the 1983 governor general's award for best non-
fiction book.
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i dont use the word easiness because it is too subjective. what i do use is the statement that we are
being asked to slow down, to take in more. the more we see, the less we forget. we all forget. we

forget the subtle beauty in things such as the way the dark shadows expand the light in the
highlights. we forget that we can see more, things more clearly, and appreciate many more things

when we slow down. thats something we need more of. if we take the time to do what is right for us
then we have more gratitude for the things that we do. we become less needy. we become more

true to ourselves, not because we are regressing back to a romanticized, antiquated past, but
because our sense of time and space and our comprehension of different things expands, and we

become more observant of the world around us. this expands our sense of beauty and of life. look at
the painterly quality of this fantastic sky. the sky is in perfect balance with the hill, which is in perfect

balance with the church. it almost seems that every bit of matter, from the church to the sky, is
frozen in place. what is coming is amazing. maybe we should make a competition between several

best dark room sites. you guys may be dumb, but you sure get an inspiration from your digital
cameras.thanks for the tip. seems that they don't have dn/dp capability. the save as file button
allows you to save as csv file. the options for a csv file are set under the options section of the

header of the window with the "save as.." option. the user can save as a csv file of any data type.
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